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Jonah & Ahab: Turning from Hatred 
 

For me, this was my summer of the Leviathan. The large sea creature made famous by Herman 
Melville’s Moby Dick and by the Book of Jonah.   

In July, I visited Herman Melville’s Berkshire home in Massachusetts. Melville and his family 
lived there for about a decade in the middle of the 19th century. I stood in the room where he 
wrote, in front of the window behind his writing table. I saw the mountain range in the 
distance, the mountains that looked to Melville like the body of a whale, an inspiration for his 
maritime masterpiece, published in 1851.  
 
It was my summer of the Leviathan, as I read pages of Moby Dick and verses of Jonah, aboard a 
ferry on the Long Island Sound from Port Jefferson to Connecticut. Both stories are familiar to 
many, I’m sure. Moby Dick is a whale; and Jonah is swallowed by one (or, more precisely, a big 
fish).  
 
“Call me Ishmael.” So begins Melville’s epic tale of a young man, on a whaling ship off the coast 
of Massachusetts. Captain Ahab is the reclusive master of the ship with an ivory peg-leg. Before 
the story begins, Captain Ahab had lost his leg to Moby Dick. He steers his ship and its crew 
around the oceans to find Moby again. Driven by his rage, he is determined to take the life of 
the whale who took his leg. Even if it might cost him his own life and the lives of sailors under 
his command. The book, of course, is much longer and more dramatic, filled with other 
personalities and themes. But that is its essential lesson for tonight. 
 
“The word of the Eternal came to Jonah.” So begins the story of Jonah, one of the shortest 
books in the Hebrew Bible; it is the Haftarah from the Prophets we will hear tomorrow 
afternoon, as we do every year on Yom Kippur afternoon. God commands Jonah, “Go to the city 
of Nineveh, that great city, and proclaim judgement upon it, for their wickedness has come 
before Me.” Nineveh was the capital city of Assyria; her people ruthless enemies of Israel. 
Jonah despises the Ninevites. He flees to avoid delivering the word of warning to the city. 
So they won’t have the opportunity to repent.  Jonah runs away hoping that the rage of God 
would be meted upon his enemy.  Much like Ahab, Jonah wanted to see his enemy suffer.  
 
Jonah runs away to find a ship to take him as far from Nineveh as he could get. While on the 
ship, the seas become so rough, the sailors fear for their lives. They do not know who Jonah is  
and they do not know the source of the winds and waves. “Throw me overboard,” Jonah tells 
them, “It is because of me that the sea is violent.” And they did. And the seas calmed. Jonah 
finds safety in the dark belly of a dag gadol, a great fish. Surviving there for three days until the 
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creature spits him out on the shore and his journey continues. Like Moby Dick, the Book of 
Jonah has more sub-plots and messages. But that is its essential lesson for tonight. 
 
The religious symbolism in Moby Dick is as deep as the ocean itself. The parallels are as vivid as 
the scenes: lots of water, danger and alarm, and two very large sea creatures. (See Lindsay Paris 
Lopez in “Jonah, Ishmael and Moby Dick”) In addition to the scenery and motifs both plots 
revolve around the same sin. Both Jonah and Ahab act out of such hatred that they cannot see 
the horizon around them; they cannot foresee the impact – or perhaps they see but disregard – 
the dangerous and frightening impact their decisions and actions will have on the innocents 
around them and on themselves.  
 
Jonah’s sin is Ahab’s sin: it is the sin of boundless hatred in their hearts. 
 
The rabbis of old taught that the ancient temples in Jerusalem were destroyed because of 
baseless hatred, sinat chinam.  Hateful speech can destroy the bricks of a temple, a community, 
a nation. It can destroy two souls – the one who hates and the one who is hated.  
 
I just heard this story:  
Two friends are sitting on a bench in Penn Station waiting for a train. One friend suggests to the 
other, “Let’s play the Hate Game.” “What’s that?” asked the second friend. "It's the kind of 
game that's just made for places like this. We need to have a bunch of people around us that we 
don't know. We just randomly select someone who's in our line of vision. The minute we pick 
them, we have to start hating them. “I still don't get it. What do you mean, 'hate them'? What's 
fun about that?” You’ll see what I mean,” said the friend. “See that guy over there in the bright 
red shirt. Look at him: Who in the world walks around with such a loud shirt? He probably thinks 
he is so great. Now look at him. He's taking a book out of his bag. You can tell a mile away that 
he can't read serious books. You can tell from his face that he's not serious about anything in his 
life!" The other friend was catching on, “Let me give it a try – he looks so young, he probably has 
no respect for his elders – he probably hasn’t called his parents in weeks. I hate people like that. 
I’m going to do something about it right now – I’m going to give him a piece of my mind!” he 
said, getting up to storm over to the young man. The first friend, who knew the rules of the 
game, grabbed his friend’s arm, “Wait, if you go over to him, it’s not a game anymore.” 
 
In truth, it was never a game. 
What if the red shirt is the only one the young man owns? 
What if the book he is reading is serious and significant though not particularly popular? 
What if the train he is waiting for is taking him to see his parents and family? 
 
Does a passing thought in our minds become a judgement about someone else? 
 Because they don’t look or sound like us 
 or we are fearful of them for some reason.  
Do we listen to the impressions and assumptions of others 
 without thinking critically and thoughtfully for ourselves? 
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No, hating is never a game; it is neither fun nor funny. But it is real. Real and dangerous.  
 
We are commanded: “Lo tisna et ache-cha beel’va’vecha, You shall not hate your brother or 
sister in your heart.” This is a verse from the Book of Leviticus. It is in a section called, the 
Holiness Code, which I will read tomorrow afternoon, shortly before we hear the story of Jonah  
 
There is a 14th century book called Sefer HaHinnuch, the book of Education, which is an 
enumeration of the Commandments. [As you heard during Rosh HaShana, I happen to love lists 
and always have; it’s no surprise that I studied this book – in essence a list of the 
commandments in the Torah – as the subject of my rabbinic my thesis.]  The book expounds 
upon every one of the 613 mitzvot in order. In commenting on this specific verse from Leviticus,  
the Hinnuch warns that hatred in the heart is the cause of great evil in the world; it is the cause 
of the ‘sword between man and his brother.’ Some rabbis teach that one can actually die of 
hatred when it ‘eats up your heart.’  
 
Our Torah and laws know that ‘hatred in our hearts’ changes us in the most profound way.  This 
is not just an ancient lesson: it is a lesson for today. 
 
A Major General in Israel addressed a group of young soldiers as they prepared to go into 
battle. He said, “We never taught you to hate. Not this army, not the IDF. We never taught you 
to hate. And there are armies in the world who do that. And maybe it works to a degree; maybe 
by hating the enemy, you are a fiercer fighter. I don’t know. But we never taught you that.  
And I’ll tell you why: if we teach you to hate, you can’t undo that. You’ll come back from war 
and it won’t be the enemy; it will be your brother-in-law, or your neighbor or your former friend. 
Once you teach people to hate, they’ll find someone to hate. So we never taught you that.”  
[(Ret) Major General Avigdor Kahalani] 
 
It’s becoming a time of a different kind of Leviathan – the beast of hatred.  
 
“To hate is to refuse to accept another person as a human being, to diminish him, to limit your 
own horizon by narrowing his, to look at him – and also at yourself – not as a subject of pride 
but as an object of disdain and fear.” These words are from a conference in a series called, “The 
Anatomy of Hate,” convened by the Norwegian Nobel Committee and the Elie Wiesel 
Foundation for Humanity in Oslo in 1989. Wiesel and his wife, Marion, created the Foundation  
shortly after he won the Nobel Prize for Peace.  Weisel received the award for “his commitment 
to world peace and human rights” on December 10th, 1986.  
 
1986: three decades ago. July 2nd, 2016, just three months ago, Elie Wiesel’s life journey of 87 
years came to an end, as you know; it was a journey of miles and decades, a journey of memory 
and faith. He has been called ‘the most passionate moral witness of our time.’ 
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Wiesel cautioned: “Hate knows no frontiers; it is contagious. Wearing various masks, it can be 
found among all religious and social communities. Unchecked, it will destroy the body which 
nurtures and carries it. Ultimately, hate is both destructive and self-destructive.” He taught 
generations of people in countries around the globe what it means to combat hate and fear and 
anguish through his writings, his teachings, through his very being. We will honor his memory 
every time we hear his words. We hear his words –and we act on them.   
 
Our Leviathan is the monster of hatred, prejudice, systemic racism and suffering. 
 
Hatred swirls around us sometimes even through us, like the waves of the ocean.   
 
On Rosh HaShana, I discussed the fearless, moral inventory of our souls, Cheshbon HaNefesh.  
What will we find when we take stock of ourselves – Hate OR Love –Or some measure of both? 
 
Nelson Mandela believed: 
No one is born hating another person because of the color of his skin, or his background, or his 
religion. People must learn to hate, and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught to love.  
 
As I was preparing for the High Holidays in recent weeks I learned about a project called, 
HOURS AGAINST HATE. It began several years ago as a US Department of State Campaign  
to stop bigotry and promote respect across lines of culture, religion, race, tradition, class,  
sexual orientation, gender and identity. Its goal is to urge people to pledge hours of their time 
to help end hate. The campaign is now being led and organized by the Jewish Federation of 
Milwaukee by a dear, old friend, Julie Turetsky. Julie is eager to bring the program to 
communities around the nation. In the coming months, TBD will be one of the first 
communities outside of Wisconsin to work to build a stronger and more peaceful country and 
world by pledging our “Hours Against Hate.”  
 
There is a legend about a righteous man who went to the biblical city of Sodom, which was 
known for its massive evil and heartlessness. The righteous man sat in the middle of the town 
square, and he held his head in his hands, and he screamed.  Someone approached the man, 
and asked him: “Do you really think that your screaming will change anyone in this entire city?” 
“No,” he said.  “But, at the very least, I know that they won’t change me.” 
 
We have to learn and we have to teach so the waters of hate do not seep into our souls and the 
souls of our children.  

 
 

http://www.azquotes.com/quote/371806?ref=hate
http://www.azquotes.com/quote/371806?ref=hate
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A Modern U’netane Tokef 
 
“Who among us is righteous enough to say, ‘I have not sinned?’” our prayerbook asks? 
Who among us might be like Jonah:  

turning our backs in hatred -- away from those we could have helped?  
Who among us might be like Ahab:  

gripped by revenge, leaving no room in our lives for anyone else?  
 
Who shall live in darkness and who in the light of day 
Whose vision will be blinded by hatred and who will see the horizon  
Who will be filled with love and who will be filled with hate 
 
In the New Year 5777, let us choose love and light and an embracing heart and may we sail with 
our fellow travelers beside us with strength.  


